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Non-fermi liquid metallic ground states 

Metals that violate Fermi liquid theory down to 
very low temperature exist.  

  

Prominent examples: 

1. Strange metals in hole-doped cuprates

2. Heavy fermion metals near quantum critical 
points (eg, YbRh2Si2)

 

Presumably controlled by non-fermi liquid T = 0 
fixed points.



Three assumptions (``central dogmas”) about a class of  
strange metals  

I.  Essential physics does not involve disorder  

II.  Conductivity satisfies  at low , T with  finite. 

(The famous linear dc resistivity + frequency scaling)

  

III.  It is compressible 

 

Why these assumptions is addressed in next few slides. 
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Why these assumptions?   

-   Well motivated by experiments on cuprates and heavy fermion QCPs 

-  Interesting theoretically:  these assumptions are mild but still constrain theory 
strongly, and hence we limit the search for an explanation to a narrow range. 
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Cuprate strange metal transport

Takagi et al, 1992 Bi-2201: Martin et al, 1990

MacKenzie et al, 1997 Taillefer et al, 2008 

Linear T resistivity seen in 
diverse cuprate strange metals  
down to very low T.



Cuprate strange metal transport

Takagi et al, 1992 Bi-2201: Martin et al, 1990

MacKenzie et al, 1997 Taillefer et al, 2008 

Linear T resistivity seen in 
diverse cuprate strange metals  
down to very low T.

Residual resistivity can be very small 
or even absent. 

Perhaps disorder not essential to 
basic physics? 

Also, some heavy fermion quantum critical metals:  stoichiometric compounds which are very clean 



Cuprate strange metal and disorder

LETTERSNATURE PHYSICS

In LSCO, γ increases from γ =  6.9 ±  1 mJ K−2 mol−1 at p =  0.33 
(ref. 34) to γ =  14 ±  2 mJ K−2 mol−1 at p = 0.26 (ref. 35), showing that m* 
increases with reduced doping also in hole-doped cuprates (solid 
line in Fig. 3a). Applying equation (1) to LSCO data at p = 0.26, 
using n(a2d) =  1 −  p =  0.74 and m* =  9.8 ±  1.7 m0 (equation (2); 
Supplementary Table 1 in Supplementary Section 13), the Planckian 
limit predicts A1

□ =  8.9 ±  1.8 Ω  K−1, while we see A1
□ =  8.2 ±  1.0 Ω  K−1 

(Fig. 1b and Supplementary Table 2 in Supplementary Section 13), 
so that α =  0.9 ±  0.3 (Table 1).

In Nd-LSCO, an increase in m* has also been observed in recent 
specific heat measurements36, from γ =  5.4 ±  1 mJ K−2 mol−1 at 
p =  0.40 to γ =  11 ±  1 mJ K−2 mol−1 at p = 0.27 (Fig. 3a). At p =  0.24, 
the electronic specific heat Cel varies as Cel/T ~ log(1/T), which 
complicates the estimation of m*. Taking the mean value between 
Cel/T =  12 mJ K−2 mol−1 at 10 K and Cel/T =  22 mJ K−2 mol−1 at 0.5 K 
(ref. 36), we get m* =  12 ±  4 m0 and hence α =  0.7 ±  0.4, consistent 
with the Planckian limit for a third hole-doped material. See Table 1 
for a summary of the numbers.

Finally, a stringent test of whether the Planckian limit operates 
in cuprates is provided by Bi2201, since in this particular cuprate 

the pseudogap critical point that controls T-linear scattering occurs 
at a much higher doping than in other cuprates, namely p* ~ 0.4 
(see Supplementary Section 10). Despite this doubling of p* and 
the very different volume of the Fermi surface relative to Bi2212, 
LSCO and Nd-LSCO, we find that α =  1.0 ±  0.4 in Bi2201 (Table 1 
and Supplementary Section 10).

In summary, our estimations reveal that the scattering rate 
responsible for the T-linear resistivity in PCCO, LCCO, Bi2212, 
LSCO, Nd-LSCO and Bi2201 tends to the same universal value, 
namely ħ/τ =  αkBT, with α =  1.0 (Table 1). A constant value of α in 
equation (1) implies that A1

□ ~ 1/TF, so that, in essence, A1
□ ~ m*. 

This explains why the slope of the T-linear resistivity is much larger 
in hole-doped than in electron-doped cuprates, since the effec-
tive mass is much higher in the former (Fig. 3a versus Fig. 4a).  
It also explains why A1

□ increases in LSCO when going from p =  0.26 
to p =  0.21 (Fig. 1b) and in Nd-LSCO (under pressure) when going 
from p =  0.24 to p =  0.22 (Fig. 1c). Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3, A1

□ 
(Fig. 3b) and m* (Fig. 3a) in LSCO and Nd-LSCO are seen to rise in 
tandem with decreasing p (we make the natural assumption that m*  
continues to rise until p reaches p* and that the pressure does 

Table 1 | Slope of T-linear resistivity versus Planckian limit in seven materials

Material Dopinga n (1027 m−3) m* (m0) A1/d (Ω !K−1) h/(2e2TF) (Ω !K−1) α

Bi2212 p!= !0.23 6.8 8.4!± !1.6 8.0!± !0.9 7.4!± !1.4 1.1!± !0.3
Bi2201 p!~!0.4 3.5 7!± !1.5 8!± !2 8!± !2 1.0!± !0.4
LSCO p!= !0.26 7.8 9.8!± !1.7 8.2!± !1.0 8.9!± !1.8 0.9!± !0.3
Nd-LSCO p!= !0.24 7.9 12!± !4 7.4!± !0.8 10.6!± !3.7 0.7!± !0.4
PCCO x!= !0.17 8.8 2.4!± !0.1 1.7!± !0.3 2.1!± !0.1 0.8!± !0.2
LCCO x!= !0.15 9.0 3.0!± !0.3 3.0!± !0.45 2.6!± !0.3 1.2!± !0.3

TMTSF P!= !11!kbar 1.4 1.15!± !0.2 2.8!± !0.3 2.8!± !0.4 1.0!± !0.3
aPressure in the case of TMTSF (last row). Comparison of the measured slope of the T-linear resistivity in the T!=!0 limit, A1, with the value predicted by the Planckian limit (equation (1); penultimate 
column), for four hole-doped cuprates (Bi2212, Bi2201, LSCO and Nd-LSCO), two electron-doped cuprates (PCCO and LCCO) and the organic conductor (TMTSF)2PF6, as discussed in the text (and 
Supplementary Information). The ratio α of the experimental value, A1

□!= !A1/d, over the predicted value, is given in the last column. Although A1
□ varies by a factor of 5, the ratio m*/n, proportional to 1/TF, 

is seen to vary by the same amount, so that α!= !1.0 in all cases, within error bars.
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Fig. 3 | Effective mass m* and slope of T-linear resistivity A1
□ versus p in hole-doped cuprates. a, Effective mass m* of LSCO and Nd-LSCO as a function 

of doping, in units of the electron mass m0, for p!>!p*. The value of m* is obtained from specific heat data, via equation (2) (see Methods): in LSCO (green 
squares) at p!= !0.26 and 0.29 (ref.!35), and at p!= !0.33 (ref.!34); in Nd-LSCO (blue circles) at p!= !0.24, 0.27, 0.36 and 0.40 (ref.!36). The solid line is a fit 
through the data, assumed to extend smoothly below p!= !0.24. b, Slope of the T-linear resistivity, plotted as A1

□!= !A1/d, where d is the (average) distance 
between CuO2 planes (see Methods): in LSCO (green squares) at p!= !0.21, 0.23 and 0.26 (Supplementary Section 7); in Nd-LSCO (blue circles) at p!= !0.22 
and 0.23 under a pressure of 2!GPa to suppress the pseudogap phase (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Section 4) and p!= !0.24 at ambient pressure (Fig. 1a); in 
Bi2212 at p!= !0.23 (red hexagon, Fig. 2b). The experimental values are compared to the Planckian estimate (solid line) given by equation (1) with α!= !1.0, 
namely A1

□!= !(m*/n)(kB/e2ħd)(= h/2e2TF), using m* from a (solid line in a) and n!= !(1!− !p)/(a2d) (Methods). For Nd-LSCO at p!= !0.22 and 0.23, we assume 
that the pressure does not change the specific heat significantly above p*. The error bars are explained in the Methods; the dotted lines represent the 
uncertainty on m*.
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Linear (sheet) resistivity slope of each Cu-O layer is almost the same for 
different hole-doped cuprate materials 

From  Legros,……Taillefer, Nature Physics  2018

Among other differences, these will have varying disorder strengths 



Cuprate strange metal and disorder (cont’d)
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Figure 1 - F. Rullier-Albenque et al

Studies on YBCO with electron irradiation ( a gentle way to increase disorder): 
Residual resistivity increases without change of slope 

Rullier-Albenque, …Alloul, ..Marucco et al, 2000

Motivates assumption that essential physics of strange metal can be 
understood through a (lattice) translation invariant model.  

Also, some heavy fermion quantum critical metals:  stoichiometric compounds which are very clean 
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Three assumptions (``central dogmas”) about a class of  
strange metals  

I.  Essential physics does not involve disorder  

II.  Conductivity satisfies  at low , T with  finite. 

(The famous linear dc resistivity + frequency scaling)

  

III.  It is compressible 
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Conductivity scaling 
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 scaling seen upto ;  (obscured at higher frequency by a power law tail upto 1 eV  likely 
unrelated to any T = 0 quantum criticality)
ω /T ω ∼ 1.5T

A B

Figure 3: THz time-domain transmission spectroscopy of MBE-grown YbRh2Si2. (A) Real

part of optical conductivity Re(�) vs frequency at different temperatures, with corresponding

dc values marked as zero-frequency points. Curves below 250 K are successively offset by

6⇥ 105 ⌦�1m�1 for clarity. (B) !/T scaling, with a critical exponent of ↵ = 0.74, revealed by

curves of Re[�(!)] · T ↵ as a function of ~!/(kBT ) collapsing onto a single curve for tempera-

tures T  15K and frequencies below 2 THz. (B inset) Normalized deviation between curves

as a function of ↵, revealing best scaling for ↵ = 0.74.

14

Prochaska,…..Paschen, 2020

Conductivity scaling in (quantum critical) YbRh2Si2 thin films 

(Exponent ⍺ closer to 1 if data restricted to low T) 
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Quantum criticality is associated with a system composed of
a nearly infinite number of interacting quantum degrees of
freedom at zero temperature, and it implies that the system
looks on average the same regardless of the time- and length scale
on which it is observed. Electrons on the atomic scale do not
exhibit such symmetry, which can only be generated as a
collective phenomenon through the interactions between a

large number of electrons. In materials with strong electron
correlations a quantum phase transition at zero temperature can
occur, and a quantum critical state has been predicted1,2, which
manifests itself through universal power-law behaviours of
the response functions. Candidates have been found both in
heavy-fermion systems3 and in the high-transition temperature
(high-Tc) copper oxide superconductors

4, but the reality and the
physical nature of such a phase transition are still debated5–7.
Here we report a universal behaviour that is characteristic of the
quantum critical region.We demonstrate that the experimentally
measured phase angle agrees precisely with the exponent of the
optical conductivity. This points towards a quantum phase
transition of an unconventional kind in the high-Tc

superconductors.
In the quantum theory of collective fields one anticipates order at

small coupling constant, and for increasing coupling one expects at
some point a phase transition to a quantum-disordered state.
Quantum criticality in the copper oxides, if it exists, occurs as a
function of charge carrier doping x, at a particular doping level xc
close to where the superconducting phase transition temperature
reaches its maximum value. When this phase transition is continu-
ous, a critical state is realized right at the transition, which is
characterized by scale invariance resulting in the above-mentioned
power-law response up to some (non-universal) high-energy cut-
off Q.
The optical conductivity, jðqÞ ¼ j1ðqÞ þ ij2ðqÞ; is the absorptive

(j1) and reactive (j2) current response to a time-varying external
electrical field of frequency q, and is usually expressed as the
correlation function of the currents j(t1) and j(t2) at times t1
and t2, which is xjjðt1;t2Þ ¼ kjðt1Þ; jðt2Þl; by the Kubo formula. In
Fig. 1 we present the experimental optical conductivity function
j1(q) of an optimally doped Bi2Sr2Ca0.92Y0.08Cu2O8þ dsingle crystal

 

 

 

Figure 1 Optical properties along the copper-oxygen planes of Bi2Sr2Ca0.92Y0.08Cu2O8þ d

for a selected number of temperatures. a, Optical conductivity and b, the frequency
dependent scattering rate defined as 1=tðqÞ ¼ Re{q2

p=4pjðqÞ} (see Methods). The
relatively high transition temperature (T c ¼ 96 K) of this crystal compared to previous

reports on Bi-2212 is caused by the partial substitution of yttrium on the calcium sites.
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Quantum criticality is associated with a system composed of
a nearly infinite number of interacting quantum degrees of
freedom at zero temperature, and it implies that the system
looks on average the same regardless of the time- and length scale
on which it is observed. Electrons on the atomic scale do not
exhibit such symmetry, which can only be generated as a
collective phenomenon through the interactions between a

large number of electrons. In materials with strong electron
correlations a quantum phase transition at zero temperature can
occur, and a quantum critical state has been predicted1,2, which
manifests itself through universal power-law behaviours of
the response functions. Candidates have been found both in
heavy-fermion systems3 and in the high-transition temperature
(high-Tc) copper oxide superconductors

4, but the reality and the
physical nature of such a phase transition are still debated5–7.
Here we report a universal behaviour that is characteristic of the
quantum critical region.We demonstrate that the experimentally
measured phase angle agrees precisely with the exponent of the
optical conductivity. This points towards a quantum phase
transition of an unconventional kind in the high-Tc

superconductors.
In the quantum theory of collective fields one anticipates order at

small coupling constant, and for increasing coupling one expects at
some point a phase transition to a quantum-disordered state.
Quantum criticality in the copper oxides, if it exists, occurs as a
function of charge carrier doping x, at a particular doping level xc
close to where the superconducting phase transition temperature
reaches its maximum value. When this phase transition is continu-
ous, a critical state is realized right at the transition, which is
characterized by scale invariance resulting in the above-mentioned
power-law response up to some (non-universal) high-energy cut-
off Q.
The optical conductivity, jðqÞ ¼ j1ðqÞ þ ij2ðqÞ; is the absorptive

(j1) and reactive (j2) current response to a time-varying external
electrical field of frequency q, and is usually expressed as the
correlation function of the currents j(t1) and j(t2) at times t1
and t2, which is xjjðt1;t2Þ ¼ kjðt1Þ; jðt2Þl; by the Kubo formula. In
Fig. 1 we present the experimental optical conductivity function
j1(q) of an optimally doped Bi2Sr2Ca0.92Y0.08Cu2O8þ dsingle crystal

 

 

 

Figure 1 Optical properties along the copper-oxygen planes of Bi2Sr2Ca0.92Y0.08Cu2O8þ d

for a selected number of temperatures. a, Optical conductivity and b, the frequency
dependent scattering rate defined as 1=tðqÞ ¼ Re{q2

p=4pjðqÞ} (see Methods). The
relatively high transition temperature (T c ¼ 96 K) of this crystal compared to previous

reports on Bi-2212 is caused by the partial substitution of yttrium on the calcium sites.
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Three assumptions (``central dogmas”) about a class of  
strange metals  

I.  Essential physics does not involve disorder  

II.  Conductivity satisfies  at low , T with  finite. 

(The famous linear dc resistivity + frequency scaling)

  

III.  It is compressible 

- Not really doubted; 

Putative strange metal `quantum critical point’ in cuprates 

                    (i) occurs at different dopings in different materials

                   (ii) can be tuned by pressure (in one material Nd-LSCO) - see Doiron-Leiraud et al 2018

 Critical doping is not pinned to any special value. 

σ(ω, T ) ∼
1
T

Σ(
ω
T

) ω Σ(0)



Three assumptions (``central dogmas”) about a class of  
strange metals  

I.  Essential physics does not involve disorder  

II.  Conductivity satisfies  at low , T with  finite. 

(The famous linear dc resistivity + frequency scaling)

  

III.  It is compressible 

 

I will take these for granted in rest of talk, and ask about constraints that follow on the IR theory

(i.e a T = 0 fixed point which has these properties). 

σ(ω, T ) ∼
1
T

Σ(
ω
T

) ω Σ(0)



Plan of talk 

1. Assumptions I + III:  Compressible phases in systems with lattice translation 
symmetry 

- a modern look at Landau Fermi liquids and Luttinger’s theorem

- general contraints  on compressible phases  

-  beyond Fermi liquids: `ersatz Fermi liquids’ 

2. Combine with Assumption II:  Transport in an ersatz Fermi liquid

- necessity of diverging susceptibility of observables with same symmetries as `loop 
currents’ 

- other experimental tests



 Global symmetry in quantum many body physics 

UV theory Global symmetry group GUV

IR theory Global symmetry group GIR

ɸ

 

I will be interested in situations GUV  is an ordinary 0-form symmetry, and is not 
spontaneously broken in the IR. 

In principle GIR may include (emergent) higher form symmetries. 
  



 Global symmetry in quantum many body physics 

UV theory Global symmetry group GUV

IR theory Global symmetry group GIR

ɸ

GIR may be `bigger’ than GUV (the IR theory may 
have emergent symmetry). 

GIR may have an t’ Hooft anomaly which will be 
constrained by the UV theory. 

Couple background gauge fields to  GIR .

Theory in D spacetime dimensions with t’ Hooft anomaly: 
Gauge invariance obtained by extending gauge field action to D+1 dimensions with a topological action related to a Symmetry  
Protected Topological (SPT) phase. 

t’Hooft anomaly in D spacetime dimensions ↔ SPT phases in D+1 dimensions. 



The UV Global symmetry
 

 Consider UV systems with a global internal U(1) symmetry and lattice translation 
symmetries on a d-dimensional lattice. 

 

I will not specify the Hamiltonian other than to require that it is `local’ (i.e is a sum 
of operators that each act on local regions of space). 

This includes almost all models of interest in standard discussions of strongly 
interacting electrons (eg, the Hubbard model and variants) 



Lattice filling 

With a global U(1)  and lattice translation symmetries, we can define the lattice 
filling ν = average U(1) charge per unit cell. 

In a compressible phase we can tune ν continuously. 



Lattice translations in the IR theory

Unit lattice translation in UV theory   ̴infinitesimal translations in the IR theory 

More precisely we should allow for action by an internal symmetry of the IR theory. 

Example: Ising antiferromagnet 

Tune to criticality IR - continuum  theory; 
Unit lattice translation: 

ϕ4

ϕ → − ϕ

There may be some exceptions to this if the IR does not involve  spatial coarse-graining but 
we will set  this subtlety aside as a future worry. 



Constraints from the UV on the IR theory: 
 Examples 

0.  Trivial insulators (i.e deformable to band insulators) need  integer filling. 

1. Lieb, Schultz, Mattis (1960s), Oshikawa (1999), Hastings (2004)  theorem

For  ground states preserving GUV = U(1) x translation must either have topological order, or be gapless. 

2. Luttinger’s theorem in Fermi Liquids

Volume of Fermi surface fixed by electron filling:         

Luttinger (1960s): perturbative proof;  Oshikawa (2000): nonperturbative argument 

ν = p/q

VF

(2π)d
= ν mod Z
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1. Assumptions I + III:  Compressible phases in systems with lattice translation 
symmetry 

- a modern look at Landau Fermi liquids and Luttinger’s theorem

- general contraints  on compressible phases  

-  beyond Fermi liquids: `ersatz Fermi liquids’ 

2. Combine with Assumption II:  Transport in an ersatz Fermi liquid

- necessity of diverging susceptibility of observables with same symmetries as `loop 
currents’ 

- other experimental tests



The Landau Fermi liquid in d = 2 

GUV = U(1) x lattice translations (= Z2 ) 

IR theory:   Quasiparticles near a sharp Fermi surface kx

ky

IR Hamiltonian: H = ∑
k

ϵknk + 1/2∑
k,k′�

Fkk′�nknk′�

 = quasiparticle number at point k near Fermi surfacenk



Emergent symmetry of the Fermi Liquid

``Quasiparticles are separately conserved for each Fermi surface point”  

For each point on Fermi surface, there is a conserved charge density   

 is the number of quasiparticles between  and 

nθ

nθdθ θ θ + dθ

ky

θ

kx

General IR symmetry element:   for smooth functions . 

These define smooth maps from a circle to U(1) which form a group known as the 
`loop group’  (identify as  GIR)

 

ei ∫ dθ f(θ) nθ f(θ)

≡ LU(1)



Embedding microscopic symmetries

Total charge 

Unit lattice translations  along  direction :  

(setting lattice constants to be 1). 

Both U(1) and lattice translations  of the UV map to  elements of the LU(1) IR 
symmetry. 

In fact we can take the action of translations to define the `Fermi momentum’ in 
the IR theory. 

n ∼ ∫ dθ nθ

α = (x, y) Tα ∼ e−i ∫ dθ kFα nθ



t’ Hooft anomaly: a physical manifestation

Turn on external electromagnetic field

Separate conservation of  destroyed - only total charge is conserved.

Example: External uniform magnetic field 

- quasiparticle moves around Fermi surface. 

Formal: study theory in presence of background gauge fields 

nθ

d ⃗k
dt

= −
dϵ

d ⃗k
× ⃗B

θ

kx



Coupling a background gauge field to GIR  

 

t’ Hooft anomaly signaled by breakdown of gauge invariance which is cured by 
extending the gauge fields to one higher dimension with a topological action. 

For GIR = loop group LU(1), the gauge field  which are 

all functions of of . 

Thus we have a four-dimensional gauge field. 

(  can be interpreted as a Berry connection on the Fermi surface). 

Any anomaly will be related to a 5D topological action of a U(1) gauge field.  

Aμ = (A0, Ax, Ay, Aθ)

(t, x, y, θ)

Aθ



t’ Hooft anomaly of the Fermi liquid

Corresponding topological action: 5D Chern-Simons theory 

       with 

Claim:  correctly captures physics of the Fermi liquid.

S[A] =
m

24π2 ∫ A ∧ dA ∧ dA m ∈ Z

m = ± 1



A useful physical picture 

 Interpret the 5th dimension as going into the interior of the Fermi surface. 

We can think of the 5D U(1) gauge field as living in 2 space + 1 time + 2 
momentum directions. 

The Fermi surface is a boundary of the rigid occupied Fermi sea. 

θ

ky

kx

Other uses of `phase space’ gauge fields:  Bulmash, Hosur, Zhang, Qi,  2015 



A manifestation of the anomaly

Turn on  flux of the electromagnetic field ( )

5D Chern-Simons term reduces to a 3D Chern-Simons for the remaining 3 
components. 

 For the boundary theory at the Fermi surface the  satisfy the chiral Kac-Moody 
algebra 

    familiar for a chiral 1d fermion 

This ties in with the expectation that the quasiparticle moves chirally around Fermi 
surface in a magnetic field. 

2π Ax, Ay

nθ

[nθ, nθ′�] = −
i

2π
δ′ �(θ − θ′�)



An interesting point of view 

Turn on  flux of the electromagnetic field ( ).

5D Chern-Simons term reduces to a 3D Chern-Simons for the remaining 3 
components. 

This can be thought of as  an `integer quantum Hall effect’ in momentum space in 
the interior of the Fermi surface. 

The Fermi surface is the boundary of this momentum space integer 

quantum Hall  state, and hence has a chiral fermion. 

2π Ax, Ay
θ

kx



Luttinger’s theorem from the anomaly

UV theory:  With  flux, the discrete unit translations do not commute: 

IR theory:  Use  

and the commutation algebra 

=> 

Matching these exactly gives Luttinger’s theorem. 

2π

TxTyT−1
x T−1

y = e2πiν

Tα = e−iaα ∫ dθ kFα(θ) nθ

[nθ, nθ′�] = −
i

2π
δ′�(θ − θ′�)

TxTyT−1
x T−1

y = eiVFaxay/2π



Comments 

Apart from Luttinger’s theorem, several (but not all) universal properties of the 
Fermi liquid follow just from knowing its emergent symmetry and anomaly. 

Eg: response to electric fields, quantum oscillations,….

These `kinematic’ properties must be distinguished from `dynamical’ properties 
that require knowledge of details of the IR Hamiltonian, eg, the Fermi velocity. 



Plan of talk 

1. Assumptions I + III:  Compressible phases in systems with lattice translation 
symmetry 

- a modern look at Landau Fermi liquids and Luttinger’s theorem

- general contraints  on compressible phases  

-  beyond Fermi liquids: `ersatz Fermi liquids’ 

2. Combine with Assumption II:  Transport in an ersatz Fermi liquid

- necessity of diverging susceptibility of observables with same symmetries as `loop 
currents’ 



More general compressible phases

Theorem:  For any irrational ν in d > 1 with GUV = U(1) x lattice 
translations, the emergent internal symmetry GIR cannot be a compact 
Lie group. 

Sketch (for d = 2) : In IR theory relate ν to anomaly of  GIR. 

=> determined by topological action of SPT phase protected by GIR  in d+1 dimensions. 

d+1 = 3:   SPT phases with compact Lie groups are such that q copies are trivial for some finite integer q. 

=> Anomaly of boundary theory is trivial for q copies of the theory, and so ν = p/q with p an integer. 

Fermi liquids satisfy this as LU(1) is infinite dimensional. 



Beyond Fermi liquids

Emergent internal symmetry of non-fermi liquid metals  (with GUV = U(1) x 
lattice translations): 

Two possibilities 

1. Infinite dimensional emergent symmetry - same as Fermi liquid or some variant 
thereof 

``Ersatz Fermi Liquids” 

Many examples (eg, standard `patch’ theory (Polchinski 94, S.-S.. Lee, 09, Metlitski and Sachdev, 

10, Mross, McGreevy. Liu, TS 10) of Fermi surface + critical boson)



Beyond Fermi liquids

Emergent internal symmetry of non-fermi liquid metals  (with GUV = U(1) x lattice translations): 

Two possibilities 

1. Infinite dimensional emergent continuous symmetry - same as Fermi liquid or some variant 
thereof 

``Ersatz Fermi Liquids” 

Many examples (eg, standard `patch’ theory (Polchinski 94, S.-S.. Lee, 09, Metlitski and Sachdev, 10, Mross, McGreevy. 

Liu, TS 10) of Fermi surface + critical boson)

2. Finite dimensional non-compact Lie group (is this legal?) 



Ersatz Fermi liquids 

Even if  GIR and the anomaly are the same as in the fermi liquid, detailed (universal) 
dynamical properties can be very different. 

Only `kinematic’ properties will be the same. 

Infinite dimensional continuous symmetry => infinite number of emergent 
conserved quantities. 

Very strong implications for transport and other dynamical properties in such non-
fermi liquid metals. 



Application to experiment 

I.  Essential physics does not involve disorder  

II.  Conductivity satisfies  at low , T with  finite. 

(The famous linear dc resistivity + frequency scaling)

  

III.  It is compressible 

 

So far I have only talked about consequences of Assumptions I and III. 

What if we now combine with Assumption II? 

σ(ω, T ) ∼
1
T

Σ(
ω
T

) ω Σ(0)



Cuprate strange metal - an ersatz Fermi liquid? 

Assumption II of  scaling => strange metal transport must be an intrinsic 
property of the fixed point theory. 

Tension with infinite number of emergent conserved quantities - naively mixing of 
current with a conserved quantity will lead to an infinite conductivity 

This is familiar in systems where the IR theory conserves momentum (eg,  a simple 
Fermi liquid), as I explain in the next slide. 

 

ω/T



IR theory with conserved momentum density ⃗P

Consider equilibrium ``Hamiltonian” density 

Interpret  as ``velocity”. 

The electrical current density   

(Q = charge density) 

The average momentum 

Uniform electric field:  

Conductivity 

ℋ(v) = ℋ − ⃗v ⋅ ⃗P

⃗v

⟨ ⃗J ⟩ = χJP ⃗v ≡ Q ⃗v

⟨P⟩ = χPP ⃗v ≡ M ⃗v

d⟨ ⃗P ⟩
dt

= Q ⃗E = >
d⟨ ⃗J ⟩

dt
=

Q2

M
⃗E =

χ2
JP

χPP

⃗E

Re σ(ω) =
πχ2

JP

χPP
δ(ω) (+ Re σinc(ω))



Transport and conservation laws 

In clean Fermi liquids, the low-T conductivity is dominated by the broadening of the 
delta function by momentum dissipation coming from irrelevant (umklapp) 
operators. 

More general examples :

  will overlap with all IR conserved operators with the same symmetry under 
GUV. 

These will lead to a  contribution to Re . 

⃗J

δ(ω) σ(ω)



A seeming paradox and its resolution

Two seemingly contradictory claims: 

1. Strange metal transport is intrinsic (no delta function conductivity in fixed point 
theory)

2.  Strange metal is ``Ersatz Fermi Liquid” with infinite number of conserved 
quantities (non-zero overlap of current with some of them guaranteed by anomaly)

 

Resolution:  Susceptibilities of all conserved quantities (that overlap with current) 
diverge! 

Eg: In  , if  diverges, the delta function is 

killed. 

Re σ(ω) =
πχ2

JP

χPP
δ(ω) (+ Re σinc(ω)) χPP



Observables with diverging susceptibility

 will overlap with all IR conserved operators with the same 
symmetry under GUV. 

Their susceptibility must diverge at the strange metal fixed point. 

Such operators must be 

- odd under time reversal, and inversion

- have zero crystal momentum 

- transform as a vector under lattice rotations 

⃗J

region of the quantum fluctuations proposed phenomenologi-
cally (Varma et al., 1989) abuts T!ðpÞ suggests that it was a
line of phase transitions to a broken symmetry, which
terminates at the quantum-critical point when p → pc. The
order parameter, though it is required to have a condensation
energy typically larger than the maximum superconducting
condensation energy, has to be unusual so that it was
hidden in the experiments carried out. An order parameter
was suggested based on mean-field calculations on the
three-orbital model for the cuprates (Emery, 1987; Varma,
Schmitt-Rink, and Abrahams, 1987) that appeared to
satisfy these requirements. The order parameter is
depicted on the left in Fig. 9. It preserves translation symmetry
and is time reversal and inversion odd but preserves their
product. In addition, it is odd in three of the four reflection
symmetries of the square lattice. It can be algebraically
represented by the magnetoelectric or anapole vector shown
in Fig. 9:

Ω ¼
Z

cell
d2r½MðrÞ × r̂&: ð12Þ

The magnetization MðrÞ is due to a pair of current loops in
each unit cell as shown in the figure. The symmetries broken
along the line T!ðpÞ ending at the quantum-critical point are
best observed by polarized neutron scattering (Bourges and
Sidis, 2011), although at least five different techniques have
led to the observation of at least some of the broken
symmetries predicted at the transition (Kaminski et al.,
2002; Xia et al., 2008; Leridon et al., 2009; Shekhter
et al., 2013; Lubashevsky et al., 2014; Sato et al., 2017;

Zhao et al., 2017; Murayama et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018;
Mukherjee et al., 2019). Neutron scattering experiments
(Bourges and Sidis, 2011) have observed changes consistent
with the symmetries in Fig. 9 for four different families of
cuprates at various p. Figure 9 (right panel) shows the onset
temperature of the symmetry changes observed in various
experiments in the cuprate most extensively investigated
YBa2Cu3O6þ x. The magnitude of the order parameter is
typically 0.1μB per unit cell. The free-energy reduction due
to such an order parameter setting in at 100 K (Varma and
Zhu, 2015) is about 3 times that of the maximum super-
conducting condensation energy near pc, fulfilling one of the
requirements that it be a transition competing with super-
conductivity and overcoming it at smaller doping.

B. Model and correlation function for quantum fluctuations

The order parameter Ω shown in Fig. 9 has four possible
orientations in a unit cell. The interactions between cells is
among these four possible orientations. The model for the
order parameter is therefore the two-dimensional XY model
with fourfold anisotropy if one ignores the amplitude
fluctuations that are irrelevant in two dimensions. In the
classical XY model, the four-fold anisotropy is marginally
relevant. But it has been shown to be irrelevant for a
quantum phase transition (Aji and Varma, 2007). The
classical model has no divergence of the specific heat,
consistent with the lack of any sharp signature in the
experimental specific heat at T!ðpÞ. The model to be solved
then is the quantum XY model in two dimensions, whose
fluctuations are coupled to the fermions in the model. An
essential aspect of a quantum phase transition in a metal is
the dissipation due to decay of the order parameter to

+

-

OCu

FIG. 9. (Left panel) The order parameter depicted by the vector Ω representing the magnetoelectric order parameter of Eq. (12). Ω is
odd in both time-reversal and inversion and preserves their product. These symmetries come from a pair of spontaneously generated
current loops in a Cu-O2 unit cell. (Right panel) Various experiments showing the onset temperature of symmetries consistent with that
mentioned in the compound YBaCu3O6þ x. The neutron scattering experiments are from Fauqué et al. (2006), the polarimetry
experiments from Lubashevsky et al. (2014), the second harmonic generation from Zhao et al. (2017), the μSR from Zhang et al. (2018),
and the ultrasound measurements from Shekhter et al. (2013).

Chandra M. Varma: Colloquium: Linear in temperature resistivity and …

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 92, No. 3, July–September 2020 031001-9

These are the same symmetries as the Varma loop current order !!



Loop currents and cuprates

Advocated by Chandra Varma (1990s- present) 

Many reports of static loop current order in pseudo gap regime, and many 
controversies. 

Never been clear how it helps understand basic phenomenon of pseudogap (the 
gap opening) 

 

We give a completely different rationale for critically fluctuating order with the 
same symmetries in the strange metal! 
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experiments in the cuprate most extensively investigated
YBa2Cu3O6þ x. The magnitude of the order parameter is
typically 0.1μB per unit cell. The free-energy reduction due
to such an order parameter setting in at 100 K (Varma and
Zhu, 2015) is about 3 times that of the maximum super-
conducting condensation energy near pc, fulfilling one of the
requirements that it be a transition competing with super-
conductivity and overcoming it at smaller doping.

B. Model and correlation function for quantum fluctuations

The order parameter Ω shown in Fig. 9 has four possible
orientations in a unit cell. The interactions between cells is
among these four possible orientations. The model for the
order parameter is therefore the two-dimensional XY model
with fourfold anisotropy if one ignores the amplitude
fluctuations that are irrelevant in two dimensions. In the
classical XY model, the four-fold anisotropy is marginally
relevant. But it has been shown to be irrelevant for a
quantum phase transition (Aji and Varma, 2007). The
classical model has no divergence of the specific heat,
consistent with the lack of any sharp signature in the
experimental specific heat at T!ðpÞ. The model to be solved
then is the quantum XY model in two dimensions, whose
fluctuations are coupled to the fermions in the model. An
essential aspect of a quantum phase transition in a metal is
the dissipation due to decay of the order parameter to
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FIG. 9. (Left panel) The order parameter depicted by the vector Ω representing the magnetoelectric order parameter of Eq. (12). Ω is
odd in both time-reversal and inversion and preserves their product. These symmetries come from a pair of spontaneously generated
current loops in a Cu-O2 unit cell. (Right panel) Various experiments showing the onset temperature of symmetries consistent with that
mentioned in the compound YBaCu3O6þ x. The neutron scattering experiments are from Fauqué et al. (2006), the polarimetry
experiments from Lubashevsky et al. (2014), the second harmonic generation from Zhao et al. (2017), the μSR from Zhang et al. (2018),
and the ultrasound measurements from Shekhter et al. (2013).
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Other experimental tests

1. Unlike in a fermi liquid, strange metal transport not associated with slow 
relaxation of conserved quantities

Strange metal  quantum critical point:  
the   fermi liquid  resistivity will not be part of a scaling function with 
the strange metal resistivity. 

2.  Quantum oscillations: signature of emergent continuous translation 
symmetry in strange metal 

T2

SM QCP Fermi liquid??



Summary 

Assuming global U(1), lattice translation symmetries, and a tunable filling lead to 
strong constraints on the IR theory that must be satisfied by any putative non-
Fermi liquid (with these symmetries).  

Ersatz Fermi liquids (with infinite dimensional emergent symmetry): 

Consistent with strange metal transport only if susceptibility of certain observables 
with same symmetry as loop current order parameter diverges.

 How far can we go without committing to detailed dynamical models? 


